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FAMOUS BULGARIANS

9.1 Vocabulary
Bulgarian inventions and discoveries
SHOW WHAT YOU KNOW
1 Complete the sentences with the words in the
box. There are two extra words.
gearbox photocopier airbag
bomb digital electronic watch
lactobacillus bulgaricus answering machine
1 I was so lucky! I survived the crash only because
the ________ slowed down my momentum.
2 After feeding on lactose ________ produce
lactic acid. This acid doesn’t allow harmful
microorganisms found in the small intestine to
grow.
3 According to me, the ___________ is a thing of
the past; nowadays everyone uses voicemail.
4 Our new and improved _________ prints at a
speed of up to 50 pages a minute. The first
print can be in your hands in less than five
seconds.
5 By pressing the clutch pedal drivers can
smoothly operate the ____________ of a
vehicle.

6 Scientists have been working on an antireflection film for electronic devices. This
technological _________ has been influenced
by the unusual structures found on moth eyes.
INNOVATIVE
7 Nazi scientists were __________ for their
experiments on humans.
NOTORIETY

3 Match the words in the box with the pictures
A–F.
bark scroll spinning frame
germ pacemaker lightning rod
A

B

C

D

E

F

WORD STORE 9A
Word families – Inventions
2 Complete the sentences with the correct form
of the words in brackets.
1 Not every young scientist is only interested
in ________ and fortune in their line of work.
The majority of them are thrilled by the very
prospect to help people with their discoveries.
FAMOUS
2 The mosque can be seen from a great distance
due to its distinctive ________ domes.
GOLD
3 When conducting scientific experiments,
_________ is of utmost importance.
SAFE
4 This new method for treating multiple sclerosis
is _________ to patients who experience severe
symptoms.
APPLICATION
5 Quite often, heart ________ develops after
other medical conditions have damaged or
weakened the patient’s heart.
FAILED
2

4 Complete the sentences with the words invent
and discover in the correct form.
1 In the late 1950, Wilson Greatbatch
___________ the pacemaker while he was
working on an oscillator able to record heart
sounds.
2 The Dead Sea Scrolls, the third oldest surviving
manuscripts, __________ in 1946.
3 Historians attribute the __________ of paper
and paper making process to Cai Lun, a
Chinese political administrator. He used raw
materials like bark and silk.
4 There is no scientific proof that while Benjamin
Franklin was flying a kite into a thunderstorm
and was holding a metal key on the other end,
he _________ the lightning rod.
5 Richard Arkwright ___________ his spinning
frame, before patenting it in 1768.
6 In the nineteenth century, French scientist Louis
Pasteur ___________ the connection between
contracting diseases and germs.

WORD STORE 9B
Collocations – discovery, invention and
innovation
5 Complete the collocations with the words in
the box.
journey patent stifle
innovation pure

accidental

1 ____________ discovery
2 to introduce ______________
3 _____________ invention
4 _____________ of discovery
5 to ___________ innovation
6 to ___________ an invention

6 Complete the sentences with the collocations
in Exercise 5 in the correct form.
1 There are numerous ways of _____________ in
education. Some of them being: conservatism,
lack of clarity and incentives, and inflexible
educational structures.
2 If inventors want to _____________, their
applications must include detailed drawings
and descriptions of the inventions.
3 Penicillin can be considered a/an
_____________. Alexander Fleming
unintentionally left an uncovered Petri dish
next to an open window; thus contaminating
the bacteria in it with mould spores. He noticed
that bacteria next to the mould had died.
4 Famous writer Oscar Wilde once wrote “The
whole of Japan is a/an ___________. There is
no such country, there are no such people... If
you desire to see a Japanese effect, you will
not behave like a tourist and go to Tokio. On
the contrary, you will stay at home and steep
yourself in the works of certain Japanese
artists.”
5 In order to ____________ to your company,
you should make it your top priority, hire a
specialist in the field and encourage your
employees to come up with new ideas.
6 If a person wants to make the best of their past
experience, to find their place in the world and
to get back in touch with their inner self, they
could set out on a/an ______________.

WORD STORE 9C
Phrasal verbs
7 Complete the sentences with the correct form
of the phrasal verbs in the box.
take part in come up with
turn down delve into

carry out

1 He was devastated; the recruitment company
____________ his job application.
2 The scientific team should ____________ an indepth analysis of the flows of their invention.
3 It’s rude to ___________ somebody else’s
personal matters.
4 Last year, one of my classmates ___________ an
international science conference in London.

SHOW WHAT YOU’VE LEARNT
8 Choose the correct answer, A, B or C.
1 Our new prototype boasts twin turbos,
bespoke engine and a six-speed manual
___________.
A answering B airbag
C gearbox
machine
2 Please, treat the _________ with great care! It
might go off if you don’t handle it properly.
A bomb
B photocopier
C digital electronic watch
3 Christopher Columbus ____________ Americas
in the fifteenth century.
A discovered B designed
C invented
4 Peter had his fifteen minutes of ___________
when he freed the lab animals from their cages.
A failure
B fame
C safety
5 My grandfather ___________ to New Zealand
when he was a little boy.
A immigrated B emigrated C migrated
6 Some laws are devised to ____________
international competition.
A patent
B stifle
C discover
9 Choose the correct options.
1 He asked so many questions so as to delve
down / into the problem.
2 I’m starving. There is no way I will turn down /
in a juicy steak.
3 When you join the army, you must carry with /
out orders without questioning them.
4 Can she come up into / with a financial plan to
save our research?
/10
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9.2 Grammar
I can use different verb patterns, narrative tenses and adjectives ending in -ed and -ing
1 Put the verbs in the box under an appropriate
heading.
should manage decide force refuse
finish intend keep can advise want
miss plan could remind
avoid
encourage imagine hope fancy
attempt can’t afford can’t stand warn
might tend waste time don’t mind
remember enjoy
urge arrange
can’t help expect aim
to- infinitive

infinitive (without to)

object + to- infinitive

-ing form

2 Choose the correct options.
‘ MAD’ scientists facts
1 Although famous Greek mathematician
Pythagoras was a vegetarian, he refused to eat
/ eating beans.
2 Dr. Adrian Thompson let a computer
developing / develop a chip pairing groups
of ones and zeros in a process called natural
selection.
3 Michael Faraday, the inventor of the first
electric motor, managed to write / writing a
300-page book based on the notes he had
taken during a single lecture.
4 In the sixteenth century, Danish astronomer
Tycho Brahe, an eccentric and lover of
bohemian way of life, forced himself not to
leave / leaving the table at a banquet to go to
the toilet, because that would be a breach of
etiquette. Later, his kidneys got infected and
he died because his bladder burst.
5 Mischievous physicist Richard Feynman was
reported to keep to pick / picking locks when
he was bored.
6 Serbia-born Nikola Tesla avoided to touch /
touching anything which had a round shape.
7 British mathematician Oliver Heaviside enjoyed
to drink / drinking just milk for days.
8 Marie Curie couldn’t afford to work / working
in a real laboratory, so she conducted her
experiments in a shed.
9 Apart from being a notable physicist, Robert
Oppenheimer fancied to learn / learning
languages. He was fluent in eight.
10 Famous architect and scientist Buckminster
Fuller didn’t waste his time to sleep / sleeping.
He slept for only two hours a night.
4

3 Complete the text with the correct form of the
verbs in brackets.
John Atanasoff (1903–1995), who 1_________ (take)
pride in his Bulgarian origin, 2_________ (develop)
a faster and more advanced computing machine than
anything available at the time.
When John was still a child, his parents 3__________
(observe) his strong interest in mathematics. His father
4
__________ (introduce) him to the fascinating world
of computing devices when he 5_________ (show)
him a logarithmic slide rule. On the other hand, his
mother 6________ (get) him acquainted with the binary
system. After the Atanasoffs 7__________ (settle)
in Florida, John 8_________ (complete) high school
at the age of 15. Before John 9_________ (enrol) at
the University of Florida, he 10_________ (already/
set) his mind on becoming a physicist. Later, in 1930s,
while John 11___________ (work) on his doctoral
thesis, he 12___________ (have to) do many complex
computations, which 13__________ (develop) a strong
motivation in him to delve into creating a more stateof-the-art computing machine. About 10 years later, the
predecessor of the modern computer was born.
4 Choose the correct option.
1 Many people are disgusted / disgusting by
the fact that an average person eats about 430
insects by accident per year.
2 It’s relieved / relieving that I’m not the only one
who sleeps for nearly 22 hours a day. Koalas do
that, too.
3 Alexander Bell initially became interested /
interesting in the science of sound, because
both females he loved the most, his mother
and his wife, were deaf.
4 As a child, Isaac Newton was troubled / troubling
by the thought that his mother had left him.
5 Rainforests cover about 6 per cent of the
Earth’s surface. Unfortunately, they are
disappearing at alarmed / alarming rate.

SHOW WHAT YOU’VE LEARNT
5 Choose the correct options.
1 While Alfred Fielding and Marc Chavannes tried
/ were trying to create 3D plastic wallpaper, they
invented the so-called Bubble Wrap.
2 Mikhail Kalashnikov agreed to offer / offering
his assault rifle to the Russian nation for free.
3 Our Sun is astonished / astonishing! Its energy
alone can satisfy all electrical needs on Earth.
4 John Shepherd-Barron conceived the idea of the
ATM machine while he took / was taking a bath.
5 Anna has always been captivated / captivating
by the idea of studying the mystery of the
Bermuda Triangle.
/5

9.3 Listening
Dr. Petar Beron • Word families –
personality
1 Read the text and complete gaps A–E with
sentences 1–5.
1 That allowed him to finance his own scientific
work.
2 Because of his efforts and generous donations
many all-girl schools were established around
our country for the first time.
3 He could speak 9 languages and could write in
5 of them.
4 When he was 20, he went to Bucharest to
continue his studies at an elite Greek school.
5 His French colleagues praised his academic
genius and he was offered to become a French
citizen.
Extract from Students’ Book recording CD•3.48 MP3•137

Peter Beron was born in a well-respected and
wealthy family on the 21 March 1799 in Kotel. His
real name was Peter Hadjiberovich. He studied
at the local school, which was run by the church.
A
____ Later on Beron furthered his education at
different universities. He 1__________ medicine
at the universities of Heidelberg and Munich. In
1831, he 2__________ a doctor, and soon after
that he went back to Romania. In 1839, together
with some relatives, he set up a company, which
made him a rich person. B ____ He spent his time
mainly in Paris, France, where he 3_________ at
the Sorbonne. C ____ He, of course, refused.
In 1871 Peter Beron visited Romania for the last
time. Regretfully, he was found strangled at his
mansion near Krayova. The mystery of his death
has not been revealed yet.
Dr. Peter Beron 4__________ vast encyclopaedical
knowledge. D ____ He 5__________ more than
20 scientific works, comprising more than 10,000
pages. He was interested in different fields of
science: physics, chemistry, geology, philosophy
and meteorology. The greatest work of his
life was Panepisteme (All science), published
in French, where he 6__________ most of his
philosophical views.
He continuously strived to help the educational
system. E____ After his tragic death, all his money
was put into bettering the standards of Bulgarian
education.

2 Complete gaps 1–6 in the text with the correct
form of the verbs in the box. There are two
extra verbs.
possess appear write start
postulate become teach

study

3 Complete the sentences with the words and
phrases in the box.
moral address primer diligence
preface
syllable voluminous secular
fable literary creation
1 Little Amy found a picture of an elephant in her
___________ and wondered where that animal
lived.
2 When it was founded, this organisation was
religious, but nowadays it is completely
___________.
3 There’s a stress on the second __________ in
the word ‘permit’.
4 This simple but witty __________ was written in
the style of Aesop.
5 Her __________ explores the everyday lives of
the ordinary people of Ireland.
6 The crowd interrupted his ___________ to the
nation with loud booing.
7 In the ____________ to her work, Jane Brown
thanks her family for the support they have
given her.
8 I wasn’t able to read the report for a whole
hour; it was both ___________ and boring.
9 The ____________ of the story is that crime
does never pay.
10 The young employee sincerely hoped that his
___________ would be noticed by his boss.

4 Match the equations with the words in the box.
addition multiplication subtraction division
1
2
3
4

12 : 6 = 2
3+4=7
6 . 8 = 48
15 – 7 = 8






WORD STORE 9D
Word families – personality
5 Complete the sentences with the correct form
of the words in brackets.
1 The museum boasts a valuable collection of
__________ exhibits on display. INTERACTION
2 In developing countries poor _________ has
led to high mortality rate among children.
HYGIENIC
3 I don’t want to take advantage of your
__________, but is it possible to stay at your
place for a few more days? GENEROUS
4 When I asked her what she thought of me,
she replied with brutal ____________. I was
devastated! HONEST
5 Our new restaurant offers ___________
atmosphere and superb cuisine. FRIENDSHIP
6 Every marriage can easily fall apart if there is no
___________ in it. FAITHFUL
5

9.4 Reading
Elections and government • Suffixes – forming nouns
1 Complete the sentences with the words in the
box.
leader party programme
Members of Parliament Cabinet
Prime Minister opposition
1 The British __________, who plans and
executes the government’s overall policy, works
and resides at 10 Downing Street.
2 The ___________ forms the so called Shadow
Cabinet which mirrors the Cabinet in
Government. By doing so, it declares it’s an
alternative government-in-waiting.
3 When the votes in a General Election are
counted, the largest non-government
__________ in the House of Commons
becomes the Official Opposition.
4 Yesterday, at the House of Commons a heated
debate took place over the new legislative
___________ of the Conservative Party.
5 The ___________ is a group of about 20 senior
ministers who are directly chosen by the Prime
Minister. Every one of them is responsible for a
specific area of policy.
6 The ___________ of the party with most seats in
Parliament is nominated as Prime Minister and
selects other members of the party to work in
the Government.
7 After being elected at the General Election,
some ____________ start work at the House of
Commons, while others who are appointed for
life constitute the House of Lords.

2 Complete the text with the words in the box.
polling day candidates campaigns
Election cast constituency ballot paper
voter polling station
A General 1_________ allows people everywhere in the
UK to choose their MPs i.e. the person who will represent
their 2__________ or area in the House of Commons.
Usually, there are a number of 3________ in each area.
Every 4_________ can 5_________ their vote for only
one of them. The one who receives the majority of votes
becomes an MP.
Nearly three weeks before the election, parties begin
their wide-ranging political 6_________. All media are
involved in their coverage.
On the 7_________ everyone who registered to vote in
person goes to a 8__________, which is open from 7
a.m. to 10 p.m. People put an X sign next to the name of
their preferred candidate. Nothing else is allowed to be
marked on the 9_________, because by doing this it can
be considered invalid or spoilt.
As soon as the votes are counted, the results are announced.
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3 Read the text on page 113 in your Students’
books. For questions 1–5 choose the correct
answer, A, B or C.
1 Aleksander Stamboliyski’s political
programmme included
A	changing the course of the county’s foreign
policy.
B benefiting the rich by giving them more land.
C keeping the same tax system.
2 Alexander Stamboliyski
A	expressed his strong desire to involve
Bulgaria in World War I.
B didn’t change the status of the Agrarian Union.
C	had to serve a life sentence for quarrelling
with Tsar Ferdinand.
3 The Treaty of Neuilly
A allowed Bulgaria to retain its territories.
B	was signed by Aleksander Stamboliyski with
reluctance.
C was signed by Teodor Teodorov.
4 Aleksander Stamboliyski’s policy
A	was aimed at improving the international
relations of Bulgaria with the other
European powers.
B	was frowned upon by the upper class and
the military.
C made all Bulgarians disapprove of it.
5 The military coup of 1923
A didn’t have royal approval.
B started on 10th June.
C led to the death of Aleksander Stamboliyski.

WORD STORE 9E
Suffixes – forming nouns
4 Complete the sentences with the correct forms
of the words in brackets.
1 Dictatorship doesn’t tolerate any political
___________ or constructive criticism. OPPOSE
2 Every __________ strongly believes that
violence and war can’t be justified on any
grounds. PACIFY
3 Our constitution guarantees fair ____________
of powers. DIVIDE
4 If we want to win the national elections, our
party has to ___________ its welfare policy.
REVISION
5 People who have achieved huge economic
success and amassed enourmous wealth
are often thought to belong to the upper
___________. CLASSIFY
6 Next year, the Trade Union must ____________
better working conditions for its members.
NEGOTIATION

9.5 Grammar
Revision
1 Rewrite the sentences. Use Future in the past
and make any other necessary changes.
0 I bring my camera with me, because I am going
to take some pictures of the riot against the
dictator.
I brought my camera with me, because I
was going to take some pictures of the riot
against the dictator.
1 She doesn’t think the tyrant will accept the
division of powers.
__________________________________________
2 Tom speaks against the unjust society he lives in,
so he is soon going to be arrested by the militia.
__________________________________________
3 Mandy hopes the new ruler will respect the
basic human rights.
__________________________________________
4 The rioters are walking towards the cordon,
shouting and throwing stones; they are going
to clash with the militia officers.
__________________________________________
5 Sheila is applying for a visa because she is
going to emigrate.
__________________________________________
6 I am sure he will be in favour of the total control
over his subjects.
__________________________________________
7 Kevin has bought some paper, markers and
glue, because he is going to make a protest
banner later.
__________________________________________
8 People have already decided; they are going to
stand up for their rights.
__________________________________________
9 The new leader promises he will grant freedom
of opinion and speech.
__________________________________________
2 Choose the correct options.
1 The revolution would / was probably begin /
going to begin in a few days.
2 We were so excited about our trip to the USA.
We would visit / were going to visit the Statue
of Liberty.
3 She was putting on her balaclava, because she
would write / was going to write some antigovernment slogans on the walls of the houses
in her neighbourhood.
4 Although people were disappointed by the
new law, they wouldn’t protest / weren’t going
to protest because it was useless.
5 He had mad sense of patriotism. He thought
his country would rule / is going to rule the
entire world one day.
6 All party members were sure their party would
win / was going to win in the next elections.

3 Combine the sentences using the word in brackets.
0 They will count the ballot papers. Then, they will
announce the results. AFTER
After they count the ballot papers, they
will announce the results.
1 I will register to vote. Then, I will cast my vote.
BEFORE
__________________________________________
2 The protest march will end. Then, Thomas will
go home. AS SOON AS
__________________________________________
3 She will continue campaigning for fair laws. Then,
the judicial system will be changed. UNTIL
__________________________________________
4 They will hear the news of the tyrant’s defeat.
Then, they will be really happy. WHEN
__________________________________________
5 The Prime Minister will choose the date of the
General Election and dissolve the Parliament.
Then, political parties will announce their
political programmes. AFTER
__________________________________________
6 Let’s stay at home. Then, the protest march will
end. UNTIL
__________________________________________
4 Complete the sentences with the necessary tag.
1 Everyone knows the date of the local election,
________?
2 The party hasn’t chosen its leader yet, _________?
3 Don’t join the protest march, _________?
4 They are counting the ballot papers right now,
________?
5 The dictator adopted a war-like policy against
the neighbouring countries, _________?
6 There was a mass uproar against limiting the
freedom of speech, __________?
7 The UK is divided into about 650 parliamentary
constituencies, __________?

SHOW WHAT YOU’VE LEARNT
5 Choose the correct options.
1 I’ll stay awake until the results of the General
Election are announced / will be announced.
2 Polling Days in England usually takes place on
Thursdays, isn’t it / doesn’t it?
3 Charles assured us he would become / was
going to become our MP.
4 No one rests / will rest before the democracy in
our country is restored.
5 We would join / were going to join the
protest march against curtailing the freedom
of expression, but police prevented us from
gathering on the main square.
6 Tony Blair became leader of the Labour Party in
1994, wasn’t he / didn’t he?
/6
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9.6 Speaking language practice
Describing a work of Art
1 Complete the words in the descriptions. Some
letters are given.

2 Match the prepositions with the words.
1 at
A the top, the bottom
2 on
B	the background, the foreground,
the centre, the middle
3 in
C the left, the right
3 Complete the description with the words and
phrases in the box.
the top the foreground the right
the middle the bottom the background
the left focal point

This is an 1a__________ painting done in black
and white. The colours are 2h_________ and at the
same time 3d__________. The material, which the
artist has used, is 4w_________. As for the shapes;
they seem simple and somewhat 5g_________.
The tone of the whole painting can be considered
6
i_________, while the light, in my opinion, is
7
s_________. As far as I can see, the texture
appears 8c_________.

This painting is made to look like a scene from a
comic book. It is a typical example of a pop art
9
p________ painting, which strongly resembles
the works of Roy Lichtenstein. It is made on
10
c_________ using 11o________. Most of the
lines are elegantly curvy and 12f_________. The
colours are 13p_______ and vivid. The shape of
the lady’s hair is deliberately 14e__________ so as
to highlight her Barbie doll facial features. The
light is bright and 15n_________. I can see some
16
c___________ on the cheeks, typical for the
comic books characters.
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This picture is a lovely cityscape painted by a
child. The 1__________ of the picture, according
to me, as my attention is immediately drawn to
them, is a young family having a stroll in the park.
In my opinion the family is also in 2__________,
because they seem to appear bigger than the
rest of the people in the picture. On 3__________,
there is a block of flats with many windows and a
yellow main entrance door, while on 4__________
I can see a round flower garden full of brightlycoloured plants. In 5__________ of the picture,
there is a busy, single-track road as well as some
pedestrians trying to cross it. In 6___________
there is a red park bench, some houses and two
trees. At 7__________ there are a lot of white, fluffy
clouds and a flock of birds flying high in the sky. At
8
___________ there is greenish grass, as far as I can
see. This picture makes me feel cheerful, because
of its vibrant colours and the sheer joy it shows.

4 Choose a picture that you like. Describe it
using the plan below.
• In this picture I can see…
• In the background there is/are…
• In the middle I can see…
• In the foreground there is/are…
• All in all, I can describe the artworks as….
• The shapes and lines are….
• The colours are…
• I can say the texture is….
• The artist made this artworks by using…
• The picture makes me feel…

9.7 Writing
A short biography
1 Match the sentences halves to make tips for
writing a short biography.
1 Include the name of the person you are
writing about
2 Use a rhetorical question or any other
interesting or unusual way at the beginning
of the biography
3 Relate the person’s
a to spark interest in your readers.
b in the title of the biography.
c childhood and adult life to their
achievements.
2 Read the sentences about Peyo Yavorov.
Match the underlined words with their
definitions.
A His life was divided into two distinctive
and controversial periods; a revolutionary
oriented one and a period full of
melancholy and desperate craving for
beauty.
B Peyo Yavorov will be remembered as the
originator of Bulgarian symbolism.
C Peyo Kracholov, whose pseudonym was
Yavorov, was a quiet and introvert child.
D His first collection of about thirty poems,
inspired by the charm of Nonka Chipeva,
was published in Varna in 1901.
1 __________ – an extremely strong desire for
something
2 __________ – the person who first has the
idea for something and starts it
3 __________ – a feeling of sadness for no
particular reason
4 __________ – encourage someone by
making them feel confident and eager to
do something
5 __________ – causing a lot of disagreement,
because many people have strong opinions
about the subject being discussed
6 __________ – a special quality someone
or something has that makes people like
them, feel attracted to them, or be easily
influenced by them
7 __________ – an invented name that a
writer, artist etc uses instead of their real
name

3 Match the sentences A–D in Exercise 2 with
the topics below.
1 childhood
______
2 life
______
3 career
______
4 achievement ______

4 Read the paragraphs and choose the correct
options.

Peyo Yavorov

– a wounded soul doomed to death
A
Peyo Yavorov had a 1remarkable / modest life. He
wanted to be a revolutionary, became a member of
the literary circle ‘Thought’, edited a newspaper and
worked as a playwright. He fell in love twice, sadly,
both times tragically. His first love, Mina, died rather
young. Her untimely death left Yavorov emotionally
devastated. Lora, his second love, who was madly
jealous of Yavorov, committed suicide after their
marriage. Unable to cope with the grief and Sofia’s elite
accusations, Yavorov put an end to his life, too.
B
Yavorov’s achievements in the field of literature are
2
successful / impressive. His creation masterfully
combines two diversely different topics: the
revolutionary and the symbolic one. So, it’s no wonder
that Yavorov occupies a special place in the hearts of all
Bulgarians.
C
Peyo’s childhood was 3busy / lonely. Being a quiet child,
he preferred to play at home and rarely went outside.
During his first school years, he studied diligently
and behaved properly in classes. When he was in
the 4th grade, Peyo got interested in Vazov’s poetry
and socialist ideology. His parents often fought over
whether Peyo to continue his education or not. His
father was against the idea, but his mother wanted Payo
to be able to develop further his gifts. Finally, sixteenyear-old Peyo was sent to a telegraphist training school
where he started reading Russian poetry extensively.
D
Petko Slaveykov once said “The town of Chirpan can
only produce good-quality pottery, but not goodquality people.” However, Peyo Totev Kracholov, whose
pseudonym was Yavorov, managed to prove Slaveykov
wrong. Chirpan born and bred Yavorov became one of
the most talented and sensitive Bulgarian poets.
5 Match the paragraphs in Exercise 4 with the parts
of the short biography.
Introduction
Body

Paragraph 1
Paragraph 2

Conclusion
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